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Barge CCL 2
PARTS 1.

PRODUCTS TRANSFERRED

33 CFR 155.750 (a) (1) (i)
This vessel is certificated for the carriage of grades “A” and lower Sub-Chapter (D)
and (O) Products. Reference Certificate of Inspection.
PARTS 2.

DESCRIPTION OF CARGO TRANSFER SYSTEM

33 CFR 155.750 (a) (2) (i) (ii)
The standard cargo transfer procedures apply to all Chem Carrier L.L.C. owned or
leased tank barges. In most cases other than series built barges, the cargo piping
arrangement is usually slightly different on every barge, and for this reason, the
piping diagram must be studied before loading or discharging a barge. The basic
concept for loading and discharging is fairly standard depending on the location of
the pump.
A.

(Reference the piping diagram for transfer system arrangement.)

B.

PROCEDURES FOR THE CONTAINMENT SYSTEM
33 CFR 155.310 (a) (1) (iv)
33 CFR 155.750 (a) (2) (iii)
The containment pans are equipped with a drain for the removal of slops to shore
facilities:
NEVER DRAIN THE CONTAINMENT TANKS ONTO THE DECK.

PARTS 3.

PERSONS ON DUTY DURING TRANSFER

33 CFR 155.750 (a) (3)
Number of persons required to be on duty during transfer operations:
At no time during the transfer operation will be less than one responsible person
on duty. The certified tankerman assigned shall be in charge and responsible for
the safe transfer of cargo.

PARTS 4.

PERSONS IN CHARGE

The tankerman (person in charge) is responsible for transferring cargo and carrying out
related operations on board in an efficient, safe, and pollution free manner. The
tankerman whether employed by the towboat, owner, operator, a shore tankerman
service, or Chem Carriers L.L.C., shall comply with all Coast Guard, State and local
regulations. Tankerman’s responsibility shall include but not be limited to the following:
A.

To have on his/her person a valid merchant marine document endorsed as
tankerman, certified to handle the grade of cargo to be transferred.

B.

Make a thorough inspection of the barge prior to the start of transfer operation.

C.

To have proper connection of the grounding cable.

D.

The vessel’s moorings are adequate to hold during all expected conditions of
surge, current, wind, tide, etc., and lines are long enough to allow for surge, tide,
wind, changes in draft etc.

E.

Proper hose sizes, lengths, support, and connections.

F.

The condition of fire extinguishers and required number.

F.

The person in charge of transfer operations on the transferring vessel or facility
and the person in charge of transferring operations on the receiving vessel or
facility agree to begin the transfer operations.

H.

The transfer operation between tank barges and dock facilities should be lighted
between sunset and sunrise to comply with the U. S. Coast Guard regulation
pertaining to the displaying of lights on barges as required by Title 33.

PARTS 5.

EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN

33 CFR 155.750 (a) (6)
THE EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN IS LOCATED NEAR THE CENTER OF THE
BARGE.
A. In the event of an emergency, transfer operations can be stopped by pulling the
remote shutdown cable.

B. Familiarize yourself with its location and operation prior to transfer
PARTS 6.
TOPPING OFF PROCEDURES
33 CFR 155.750 (a) (7)
In the process of topping off, tanks should be loaded at different levels to top off one
at a time. Extra care should be taken to avoid over pressuring the connections, and
hoses by closing valves against the receiving line. Since barges and facilities vary in
their systems, no standard for topping off exist, but the following should be
considered:
A. The closing of one tank increases the rate of flow to other tanks on the same line.
B. Always consider temperature and cargo in accordance with the amount of
expansion that should be allowed.
C. Always maintain communications with dock or shore personnel.
D. CCL 2 is equipped with an overhead load line with a load valve for each cargo
tank. This line is intended for use in the caustic soda trade to load over frozen
sumps.
PARTS 7.

COMPLETION OF TRANSFER

33 CFR 155.750 (a) (8)
Upon the completion of the transfer all pipelines should be vented and drained into
cargo tanks. The header valve used during the operation should than be closed,
sealed off with a blind flange and shore personnel should seal lines and hatches on
vessel.
PARTS 8.

REPORTING CARGO SPILLS

33 CFR 155.750 (a) (9)
Should an accidental discharge of product occur, you should consider the following:
A. Locate the source of the spill and try to stop it, if possible, and safe to do so.
B. Make an attempt to contain the product if possible.
C. Notify the Coast Guard. The national Response Center at 1-800-424-9300.
D. Notify Chem Carriers L.L.C. at (225) 642-0060.
E. If loading, transfer the cargo from the leaking tank to an adjacent tank or back to
the dock if safe to do so.
F. If discharging, pump the product from the leaking tank as quickly as possible if
safe to do so.

*When reporting a spill, the tankerman should provide the following information:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Name (his or her)
Name of Company: (employed by; contracted by)
Name of Barge
Spill Location
Specify Product
Estimate Quantity of Spill
Weather, Tide, Sea and Current Conditions
Cause of Spill
Action Being Taken to Contain and Stop Spill

PART 9.

CLOSURES ON VESSELS

Upon completion of cargo transfer operations, all tank hatch covers, ullage covers, and
gauging device covers shall be dogged down and secured. In addition, the vent drain
valves, if installed, should be secured and left in the proper position. All drain valves
should be closed, and drip pan covers, if installed, should be made up tight. Covers for
void spaces, bow and stern compartments shall be secured at all times and checked for
tightness. Closing devices on clean-out hatches and clean-out opening should be
checked, especially when the barge is loaded.
PART 10.

PRODUCT DATA

See specific MSDS sheets provided with these procedures.
Incase of any other emergency, immediately shut down and notify the transferring
facility, and Chem Carriers L.L.C.
(225) 642-0060 24 Hour Line.

Commanding Officer
United States Coast Guard
Marine Safety Center

US Coast Guard Stop 7430
2703 Martin Luther King Jr. Ave. SE
Washington, DC 20593-7430
Staff Symbol: MSC-5
Phone: (202) 795-6729
Email: securityplaninfo@uscg.mil

16710
VS-326893
October 9, 2019
Chem Carriers, LLC
Attn: Robert Banta
1237 Highway 75
Sunshine, LA 70780
robert@chemcarriers.com
Subj: CHEM CARRIERS, LLC VESSELS
VESSEL SECURITY PLAN APPROVAL
Ref:

(a) Your correspondence dated September 13, 2019
(b) Title 33 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 104

Dear Mr. Banta:
We have conducted a review of the Vessel Security Plan (VSP) submitted with reference (a) in
accordance with reference (b) and it is “Approved.” The list of vessels covered by this letter is
attached as enclosure (1).
Your vessels must operate in compliance with this approved VSP and the requirements contained
in reference (b). You are reminded to immediately report any deviation from this approved plan
to the local Captain of the Port (COTP)/Officer in Charge, Marine Inspection (OCMI).
This approval will remain valid until five years from the date of this letter unless rescinded in
writing by the local COTP/OCMI. You must review your plans annually and submit any
amendments to this office for approval. Please ensure that a copy of the VSP is maintained on
board the vessels if manned, or, if unmanned, at a suitable secure location so that it is readily
available during an emergency or security incident. You shall make available to the Coast
Guard, upon request, this letter, the VSP and any information related to the implementation of
the VSP. Our Case Number for this plan is 326893. Please ensure that all future correspondence
includes this Case Number.
Sincerely,

D. A. DRURY
Chief, Vessel Security Division
By direction
Enclosure:

(1) List of Vessels Covered

Enclosure 1, page 1 of 1, to MSC letter VS-326893 of October 9, 2019
List of Vessels Covered
Vessel Name
CCL-1
CCL 2
CCL-3
CCL 4
CCL-5
CCL-6
CCL7
CCL 8
CCL 9
CCL 10
CCL 11
CCL 14
CCL 15
CCL 16
CCL 17
CCL 18
CCL 19
CCL 20
CCL 21
CCL 22
CCL 23
CCL 24
CCL 25
CCL 26
CCL 27
CCL 28
CCL 29
CCL 401
CCL 402
CCL 403
CCL 404
CCL 405
CCL 406
CCL 407
CCL 408
CCL 409
CCL 410
CCL 411
CCL 414-L
CCL 415-T
CCL 416-T

Official Number (O.N.)
518612
510107
296363
512519
512520
530996
551980
551982
551983
551979
551976
1164451
1164452
1164666
1166179
1168981
1168980
1191598
1191599
1191600
1191601
1196547
1196548
1203816
1203817
1212828
1212829
1216671
1219910
1231311
1231312
1236867
1236866
1246320
1246097
1246098
1255906
1255907
1262941
1262942
1264691

